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INFINITE SUMS OF MANIFOLDSi 
M. L. CURTIS: and KYUNC WHAN KWUN$ 
$1. INTRODUCTIOK 
WE ARE concerned with the question of to what extent the interior of a manifold determines 
its boundary. If M, and JJz are compact topological manifolds with boundary whose 
interiors k, and A?, are homeomorphic, then their boundaries fit and II$? must satisfy 
&I, x R’ = iti x R1 [5, Theorem 21. Itisnot known if i\;I, and &i2must be homeomorphic, 
but in the case of combinatorial manifolds they may fail to be combinatorially equivalent 
as Milnor [7] has shown for M, = L(7, 1) x D3 and IV, = L(7, 2) x 0’. 
When iM is not compact, little can be said about gf unless additional hypotheses are 
added. For let M be a compact manifold with boundary &l and C be any closed subset of 
&I. Then M - C still has interior A4 and now has boundary &l - C. We find, however, 
that if M is a certain kind of sum of compact manifolds, then the interior at least specifies 
the fundamental group of the boundary. Our main result is: 
THEOREM (4.1). Let M and N be infinite connected sums of compact n-manifolds with 
non-empty connected boundaries. Then if &f = I?, xl(M) = xl(H) for n 2 4. 
Since many contractible compact n-manifolds are available in dimensions n r 5 we get 
the following corollary to the main theorem. 
THEOREM (5.1). For each n 2 5 there esist uncountably many contractible open n-mani- 
folds. 
Another application is the following. 
THEOREM (5.2). There exist uncountably many difirentiable involutions of R”(n 2 5), 
any two distinguished by the fact that theirjxedpoint sets nre manifolds having non-isomorphic 
fundamental groups. 
We note that McMillan [6] has constructed uncountably many contractible open 
3-manifolds, so that only the case n = 4 remains to be proved. Constructions of contractible 
4-manifolds by either the techniques of Poenaru or Mazur seems promising, but both lead 
to complicated problems about group presentations which we have not yet solved. 
t A part of this paper was presented under the title “Contractible open manifolds” to A.M.% at 
New York in February, 1964. 
2 Research partially supported by N.S.F. Grant GP-626. 
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$2. GROUP SYSTEMS 
We devote this section to considering some algebraic facts we will need later. We do 
so not necessarily because they represent phenomena of frequent occurrence, but rather 
because it seems best to separate algebraic facts to avoid complications in Section 4. 
Consider a sequence of groups G,, G2, . . . such that 
(1) 
(2) 
Gi=A’I*A1*...*Ai*Bj+l*Bj+2*... 
where A’s and B’s are arbitrary finiteiy generated groups and * denotes the free 
product. 
there is a homomorphism, for each i, 
which 
fl : Gi+ 1 --t Gi 
(2.1) maps A’:‘, . . . , Ai+ ’ isomorphically onto A:, . . . , Ai, respectively, 
(2.2) maps Afz: homomorphically into Bi+ 1 and 
(2.3) maps each B:f ’ homomorphically into Bf for j > i + 1. 
By defining fij :Gj + Gi to be the identity if i =j and the composite fifi+l -.a fj_l 
if j > i, we obtain an inverse system G = {Gi, fij} which we call a group system. 
. - ” 
The abstract group Ai * Af * A g * ... (infinite free product) will be called the 
weak limit of the system G and denoted by WL(G). 
For given group homomorphisms 
f:A+C 
g:B-+D, 
one easily checks that the map 
f*g:A*B+C*D 
defined by cf* g)(a,bIa2b2 -..I =f(al)g(b,)f(a,)g(b,) -.a, al, a,, ... E A, bl, b2, .a+ E B, is a 
homomorphism. If 1 : A -+ A is the identity and 0 : B -+ 0 is trivial, the map 1 * 0 : A * 
B--t A is called a contraction. Contractions will be denoted by c, c’, etc. It is easy to see 
that the diagram 
I*9 
A*B-C*D 
is commutative. 
I c / ! c’ 
A-C 
Two homomorphisms f, g : A + B are called equal module conjugations if there is an 
inner automorphism h of B such that f = hg. This fact will be expressed by f = g. 
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Iffzf’:A-+Bandg=g’: B-+C, thengf’zg’f’:d-+C. 
Let Hi = Cf * ... + C: * Di+l * DiA2 * ‘.. with finitely generated C’s and D’s and 
suppose H = {Hi, gij: is a group system. Let G = {Gi>fij} be a group system as defined at 
the beginning of this section. We say that the systems G and H are compatible if there are 
integers i, < iz < ... and j1 < jz < ... and homomorphisms 
A, PL I> PL J.1 
. + Gi, 4 Hji + Gil + Hj, * Gi, 
such that ,! p~‘p sfi,i,+l : Gip+r ---t Gip 
and ~.Jmp+ 1 s gj,j, + 1 : ffjp + L + Hjp 
for each p 2 1. 
Now we state the main result of this section. 
THEOREM (2.1). Let G = {Gi, fij} and H = {Hi. gij} be group systems. If they are 
compatible then WL(G) N WL(Hj. 
The remainder of the present section is devoted to proving this theorem. We will 
assume for simplicity that each of A’s, B’s, C’s and D’s is non-trivial and indecomposable 
(i.e. not the free product of two non-trivial groups). Every finitely generated group is the 
free product of a finite number of indecomposable groups by Grusko’s Theorem [4, p. 581. 
Therefore, to prove the general case, the reader can easily modify the arguments to be given. 
Since 
WL(G)=A:*A’,*... 
WL(H)= B:*Bf*... 
with A’s and B’s indecomposable, WL(G) v WL(H) if and only if for each non-trivial abstract 
indecomposable group P, there are as many isomorphic copies of P among Bj, j = 1,2, . . . , 
as there are among Ai, i = 1, 2, 3, . . . . We will only show that for each integer i,, there 
exists an integer j1 such that there are at least as many copies of P among C{I, Gil, . , Ci: 
as there are among Ai;, A;, . . . , Af:. This together with its dual will prove the theorem. 
Let i, be an integer. There exist integers j and i and homomorphisms 
Gi ’ Hj 1, Gi, 
such that J.p =f(In the sequel, f or g will denote appropriate f,, or gP4.) 
Since A’, * ... * Ai, c Gi is finitely generated, there exists j’ such that 
&4; 1; * A;,) c CJ; * . . . * Cj * Dj+1 + . . . * Dj.. 
Then there exist integers j1 2 j’ and k and homomorphisms 
P’ 1’ 
Gk + Hj, + Gi 
such that 
i.‘/L’ E f, pi.’ s LJ. 
We propose to show that each of A:, . . . , Aki, which is not free, maps under p’, isomor- 
phically onto some conjugate of C<l , . . , Ci:. Let &f denote A: if t 5 s and B: if t > s and 
C 
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RT denote C: if t -< s and 0: if t > s. If A: is not free, since p’/A”; is a monomorphism, 
P’A: c conjugate of some R, , I' by the subgroup theorem of Kurosh [4, p. 171. Now m <il. 
For ui.‘u’(A:) must be in a conjugate of C{ * ... * Cj * Dj+l * ... * Dj, by the choice of 
j, 2 j’. So $(A:) c conjugate of some Ck, m I jl. Note that this Cfi is not free as it con- 
tains a conjugate of the non-free group ,LL’&. 
We show here that ,u’(A\) is the whole of a conjugate of CL. An examination of the 
construction above shows that 
P’ ,I’ .I 
GI, --) Hi, --f Gi ~ Hj ~ Gi, 
J. 
can be constructed from any given Hi -+ Gi,. Hence we get another sequence corresponding 
to Gk L H, to obtain a long sequence 
..,, ., I” ’ i.’ 
H,~G~H,+G,~H~,+G~ 
B .z 
~ Hi --f Gi, 
Repeating the argument, we have that each of CF. . . . , C,!, which is not free maps under 
2”’ monomorphically into a conjugate of some A:, n 2 i2. 
Now consider $‘(A’;). This is contained in a conjugate of some R,P. Since p’I,“p”(Rf) 
c conjugate of C$ t = m and R/ = C,f. Also considering I.“‘, we find that I.“‘(CL) c 
I’ r ” 
conjugate of A:. Hence, we have C,: --f conjugate of A: -+ conjugate of Ci. This shows 
,L(A:) is the whole of some conjugate of Ck as u’i,” maps C,{ onto a conjugate of CL,‘. Simi- 
larly, if AZ, s 5 i,, is not free, /l’(A:) = conjugate of some C,P, and m’ = m if and only if 
s= 1. 
Thus for each At’, s I i,, which is not free, there is a CL, m g j,, isomorphic to A;’ 
and there are at least as many copies of CL among C{l. . . . , Ci: as there are copies of Ai’ 
among A?, . . . , A?. We now turn our attention to any Ait which is free. (This means that 
A$ is infinite cyclic as we assume At’ to be indecomposable. Hence AtI’s that are free are 
all isomorphic.) We first consider the following diagram. 
i 
A; * .-. * A:,--+, 
I P’ i’ 
(*) 
C(l * . . . * 
C( 
I 
cj: CHj, 
c 
9’ 
i” I 9 
* ... * C~ + ... * Dj,~Hj 
c’ 
3. 
C” 1 
A’,’ * . . . * _$----IG. 11’ 
c.’ 
where g = g,,,, g’ = glC{* * ... t Cj:, i, i’ etc. are inclusions and c, L”, etc. are contractions. 
Letting 5 = cp’i and t] = c”i.gi’, we obtain 
5 ‘1 
A; * . . . * A;, --) C{’ * . . . 8 C!’ + A1’ * . . . * A;;. 
II 
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The purpose of considering these diagrams is to establish an onto homomorphism 17 with 
favorable properties. 
To show 7 is onto, it suffices to show ~5 is onto. In fact, we will show 175 is an iso- 
morphism. 
1. c%p’i ~f~,~lAt * ... * A:,. In particular, c”i.gp’i is an isomorphism. 
2. gp’i(A: * ... * A:,) c conjugate to C{ * ... * Djl. 
Hence gp’i z i”c’gp’i. 
3. Note that g’c = c’g. Hence by 2 above g/ii s i”g’cp’i. 
4. Since clearly gi’ = i’s’, gp’i E gi’cp’i by 3 above. 
5. Finally, q< = c”i.gi’cp’i. 
By 4 above ~5 z c”i.gp’i. Hence by 1, q< is an isomorphism. 
We examine 17. To be specific, suppose Cjl N ... ‘v Gil, 0 5 t’ 2 j, are free and 
c,j.t + , , . . ) Cj: are not. With 1.“’ as before, consider Cil, t’ < s <ji. We see that j.‘“(Cil) is 
equal to a conjugate of some A’;;,,, where L.(S) is an integer 5 i2 depending on s. This is 
done by reapplying the argument above that shows that p’(A:) is a conjugate of Cz, m $ jr. 
(This involves lengthening of the sequence used there.) 
Let 1, 11~ {t’ + 1, . . . , j,] be defined by I = {s]c(s) I il} II = {sic(s) > il}. Then it is 
easy toseethat (just bywatching the diagram (*)) q(C(l) = 0 ifs ~ZIand q(C(l) is a conjugate 
of A$,, ifs E I. Furthermore, that s # s’ implies that u(s) # n(Y). 
Let III c {I, 2, . . , il} be defined by III = (u/AI’ is not free}. Suppose thereareexactly 
t free groups among A’f, , .4j,‘. The proof of the theorem is complete if we show that 
t 5 t’. 
For any finitely generated group K, let N(K) denote the least integer m such that some 
m elements of Kgenerate K. According to Grusko’s Theorem [4, p. 581, if K = Kr * K2 * ... , 
then N(K) = N(K,) + N(K2) + ... . 
Since Cjl, . . . , Ci: generate C{l * ‘.. * Cj;: and q is onto, q(C(l), . . . , rl(Cjl) generates 
K= A(’ t . . . * A$:, 
Hence 
IV(K) I; f N(f/Q) 5 t’ + c N(fJC:“). 
II=1 SEl 
5 I’ + 1 N(A;) 
UCIII 
On the other hand 
N(K) = 2 N(A:) = t + c N(A2). 
n,= 1 “EIII 
Hence t s t’. 
Let .& be the 
netted boundaries. 
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collection of all compact connected n-manifolds with non-empty con- 
If we have a sequence {Mi} of elements of J/t, then the infinite sum 
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M = M, # Mt # ... 
is obtained as follows. Let Ai, Ai be two disjoint nice (n - l)-cells on lG[, and e, : Ai=% Ai+i 
be homeomorphisms. Then M is obtained from the disjoint union of M, by identifying each 
x E Ai with e,(x) E Ai+i for each i. This operation is not unique but this point is irrelevant 
to our result which only asserts that if two such sums have homeomorphic interiors then the 
fundamental groups of their boundaries are isomorphic. Let ,K” denote the collection of all 
infinite sums obtained from elements of ~2’:. We consider only the case n 2 4. 
If A4 E J.&‘“, then the fundamental group of its boundary &!f = aM may be written as an 
infinite free product because 
7tl(a(b4, # M,) G 7tl(r;i,) * X,(A&L 
n,(d(M, # Mz # M,))= x,(&J * x&&J * ndlir,), 
etc. because n 1 4. 
Our objective is to prove that if the interiors k and fi are homeomorphic, then rc,(@ 
and xi(N) are isomorphic. The difficulty, of course, is that a homeomorphism h : II?+& 
does not (in general) extend to a continuous map of M to N. It does, however, extend to a 
homeomorphism of the one-point compactifications 1C.f; N of k, fi. So the idea is to find the 
structure of the boundaries from collars of the boundaries which are in 2, &. It turns out 
that x,(h) and ni(&‘) are “realizable” in k-and k-by using certain cofinal systems of 
neighbourhoods of the points at infinity. Since these systems of neighbourhoods are cofinal, 
this leads to a technical difficulty, “The case of the Disappearing Base Point”. So along with 
the neighbourhoods we also choose a sequence of base points (to be connected by paths 
in 44). 
For each i we choose a collar 
hi 1 Mix [O, l]+ Mi 
of the boundary &f, [l]; i.e. hi is a homeomorphism and hi(x, 0) = x. Now Ai = Mi n Mi+l 
is an (n - 1)-cell and we consider Ai to be pi x [O, l] with Ai x 1 collapsed to a point, and we 
denote Ai x (0, E) by Ai( 
Let p denote the point at infinity of sand let si > s2 > ... be a sequence of positive 
real-numbers. We define a sequence { lJj of neighbourhoods of &l as follows: 
U; = h,(tii x [0, si)) u R/I, # M, # ... 
CJ; = h,{(h& - &(EJ)x [O,E~)U II&& - &(E~))x[O,EJUM~ # M4 # . . . . 
and in general 
i- 1 
Uf = h,(ll;i, - Ai( X [O, Ei) juz hj(n;ij - i\j_ i(Ei) - Aj(Ei)) X CO, ~3 
U hi(n;li- i\i_I(Ei))X [O, Ei) U Mi+r # Mi+z # .'.. 
The neighbourhoods U; and Vi are shown schematically in Fig. 1. 
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FIG. 1. 
It is easy to see that the sequence Ed > ~~ > ... can be chosen so that U;, Cl;, . . . is a 
cofinal family of neighbourhoods of iti u {p) in a-. We assume this has been done and let 
Ui = u; - (1z;r u (p}) 
so that the Vi are open sets in k-. The sets Ui n Mj are either Mj (for i <j) or a collar of 
&lj with a ball removed (for i > j). Also for n > 3 each Mi n Mi+l n Uj is a homotopy 
(n - 2)-sphere for i > j. We choose base points 
XiE UinfMinMi+i 
for the groups in the group system constructed in the next section. 
$4. THE GROUP SYSTEM OF AN INFINITE SUM 
For a space X and a path afrom,u, to x1 in X, the homomorphism x,(X, xi) +rr,(X, x0) 
induced by a will be denoted also by a. If y is a xi-based loop, then a[y] = [ayii], where 5 
denotes the inverse path of a. If A is a subgroup of x1(X, xi), aA will denote its image. 
Recall that we have base points SiE Uin MinMi+l. Let X~E Ui+I nMin Mi+l 
and yi be a path in Ui n Mi n Mi_I from xi to x’. Let pi be a path in Ui n Mi from Xi to 
Xi-,. Let yi_i = pi_iEi. The composite yi ... yj_i, a path in 1Mi+l # ..*# Mj+i from 
xi to xj will be denoted by yij, yii will denote the constant path at xi. 
For any set Q c IV, we denote Q n &I by the same letter Q as long as the discussion is 
limited to &. 
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Let M’ denote Mi+r # ML+2 # ... c i$. (So AI’ in fact is M’ n ~$1.) The composite 
homomorphism 
(inclusion)* Yi.tcj-I 
nl(lcli+j, si+j-l) ------*n,(iZI’, Xi+j- ~)- n,(l~~‘, Xi) 
will be denoted by ~~,~+~_r. One easily checks that ‘li,i+j_1 is a monomorphism. Hence, 
Yi,i+j-l”I(lMi+jl -‘i+j-1 ) may be viewed as a subgroup of rc,(M’, .yi). 
LEMMA (4.1). 
7c,(M’, Xi) = yiin,(M. ,+l, Si) * Yi,i+l~l(i~~i+2, Si+l) * .‘. * i’ij~L,(iLliil, .yj) * ‘.’ 
Proof. 
K2 =“I(Miil # ‘Mi;r, Si) = ?ii,i+l~‘l(iMi+l # itJi+2r Sit,) 
= Yi,i+lrl(Mi+l, -Yi+l) * Yi,i+1n1(Mi+2r si+I) 
= yiinl(Mi+l, ayi) * Yi,i+lrrl(Mi+2* -yi+l) 
K,J =nl(lbfi+l # Mi+2 # Icfi+L)7 syi) 
= ‘/i,i+Z”I(hfi+l # Mi+2t ~yi+*) * 7i.i+2nl(Mi+37Si+Z) 
= ‘r’i.i+lnl(Mi+l # Mi+25 si+l) * Yi,i+l.rrl(Mi+S-Si+2) 
= 7iinl(Mi+l* si> * .ii.i+lnL(Mi+*t si+l) * Yi,i+ln1(Mi+.3* vKi+Z). 
Furthermore i : Mi+l # Mi+2 c Mi+l # ~tl~+~ # i~~i+3 induces a monomorphism i # : 
K2 -+ K3 in the way we expect. Then the lemma follows from: 
n,(M’, xi) = dirlim Kj. 
Define 
G, = n,(U,, -x1) = n,(U, n hi,, xl) Y n,(M’, x,) 
= A; * B; * B; * ... 
A; = n,(U, n iv,, Xl) 
Bj = Yl,j_ ,7t,(Mj, Xj_ I), j = 2, 3, . . . 
G, = n,(U,, x2) = rct(U, n M, # Mt, x2) * n,(M ‘,x2) 
= *J17c1(U2 n M, # M,, xl) * 7c1(M 12x2) 
= ;Iln,(U, n M,, xl) * 7c1(U2 n M2, x2) * z,(M”, x2) 
= A: * A; 
and n,(M*, ~2) = yAM3, xz) * YAM,, ~3) * ... 
= B; * B: * . . . 
Define the homomorphismf, : Gz -+ G, to be the composite 
(inclusion)+? 7, 
G,(U,, -yz)- R,W,, s,)+q(U,, Xl>. 
A; ” *l-IA: 
can be broken into 
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-T17r,(U, n M,, x,)-+-T,n,(Li, n Ml, xl) Y --+~c~(U, n hi, xl) = A:. 
Hence_/; maps Af isomorphically onto Ai. 
39 
Now considerf;/Az. This is nothing but the composite 
(inclusion) + 71 
n,(U, n M2, x2)-----+ ‘II(‘LfZ, .uz)-+n,(,Lfz, Xl) = ‘/,*rr,(!Vz, X,). 
Hencef, maps Af homomorphically into Bi. For each i > 2, f, maps Bj isomorphically 
onto B,! as it is the composite 
;‘I 
Bf = yl.j_ ~TC,(iWj, Xj_ 1) -“/1’/2.j_l~,(iLfj, ~j_l) = .il.j_1~,(,Cfj, Xj-1) = Bj. 
The next step definingf, reveals the inductive procedure. 
G, = n,(U,, .K~) = OCR n Ml # Mz # ,\I,, x3) * nl(M3, x,) 
= *>2n,(U3 n $4, # &I,, x2) * n,(U, n M,, x3) * n,(M3, x3) 
= A3 * A: * B’ 
B3 = B: * B; * . 
with 83 = ~3,j_1711(hlj, Xj-1). 
Define fi : G, -+ G2 as the composite 
(inclusion)# 72 
~l(li’,, x3)----’ n,(li,, -~3)-+III(LiZ, x2). 
f2 maps A isomorphically onto A: * A: and dictates the splitting A = A: * A:. _f2 maps Ai 
homomorphically into B: and forj > 3, f2 maps Bj isomorphically onto Bf. 
In general 
Gi=A’;+...*Af*Bi,l+Bi,z * . 
and fi : Gi+ I -+ Gi maps A’, + *, , Ai+ ’ isomorphically onto A’;, , A:, 
maps Ai:: homomorphically into Bi, I 
and BiTf, Bjz:, . . . isomorphically onto Bj, 1, Bi+ z, . 
Hence G = {Gi,hjj is a group system in the sense of 52. Suppose NE M. Then there is a 
corresponding group system H = {pi, gij}. 
We are now ready to prove the following main result of this paper. 
THEOREM (4.1). Let M, NE 2, n 2 4. If A4 and N are homeomorphic, then the corres- 
ponding group systems are compatible. In particular, TC~(~?) 21 xl(&). 
Proof. Let ici = Ml f ii42 # a** 
N=N,#N,#... 
We will identify k and $ and therefore k-and k.’ We do not spell out details of the 
group system H corresponding to I’?. However, we list below corresponding objects. 
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We will show that G and Hare compatible. Then the last conclusion follows from the 
observation that rri(&f) v A: * Ai * ... and ~i(~‘i) = B: * Bz * ..- and Theorem (2.1). 
Recall that { Ui up} and {Vi up] are both cofinal families of neighborhoods of the 
compactification point p. Hence there exist integers ii < i2 < ... andji <jz < ... such that 
. . . C Vj_ C Ui, C Vj, C u;,. 
Define 2.p : Hi, --) Gip as the composite 
(inclurion)# L’ 
n*(vjijpt Yj,)-----’ nl(“ip, Vj,> A T(l(“ip, -xip)7 
where ,l’p is an arbitrary but fixed path in CJiP from -xi, to ,vj,. Define pP : Gi,+,+ Hi,, as the 
composite 
(inclusion)* P’P 
7(1(Uip+lr xip+,> -nl(vj,, xi,+l +~cl(vjp~ Yj,>* 
where & is a path in Vjp from yjP to xi,+ ,. Then 1,~~ ~.fi,ip+, : Gip+, -+ Gip. TO see this, 
let 6 be an Xip+, -based loop in Ui, f,. 
Then &ip+ ,([Jl) = [Yipi,+ iJ+7i,,ip+ I and &/+,([Jl) = [$&~$&I 
FIG. 3. 
Let the fived x+-based loop A’p .pb. ~~i,i,+, represent an element z E Gip. Then for each 
Z’ E GiP+ ,, &+ ,(z’) = z-‘(&,~,(z’))z. Hence fiPiP+, = ,$,pp. Similarly we prove that 
P(~+l*~p~ 9j,j,+, ’ Hip+k+Hjp* 
Thus G and Hare compatible. 
55. APPLICATIONS 
We will use Theorem (4.1) to show the existence of uncountably many contractible open 
n-manifolds for each n 2 5. These will be realized as the interiors of infinite sums and our 
first job is to get a countable collection of “building blocks”. This is easy to do (see [8] or 
131) if one has at hand an appropriate collection of finitely presented groups. 
Let P be a finite presentation of a group G. By taking a loop for each generator and 
attaching a disk for each relator, one gets a cell complex K(P) such that n,(K(P)) z G. 
If K(P) is imbedded as a subcomplex of S” with n 2 5 then it is easy to check that the 
boundary N of a regular neighbourhood N of K(P) has the property xi(N) g q(K(P)) z G. 
(This is false for n = 4 because in that case rr,(l”i) depends on how K(P) was imbedded). 
We will say that a presentation P of a group G is homologically trivial if 
H,(K(P), 2) = 0 for i = 1, 2. 
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Since rr,(K(P)) z G, it follows that only perfect groups can have homologically trivial 
presentations. If P is a homologically trivial presentation of a group G. then we see that a 
regular neighbourhood N of K(P) in S”(n 2 5) is such that M = s” -;v is contractible but 
its boundary A? = iii has fundamental group G. So we see that to get many different such 
manifolds it suffices to get many different groups with homologically trivial presentations. 
LEMMA (5.1). For each e;:en n 2 6, the presentatiorz 
P” = {a, h 1 Cl”-* = (ab)“- ‘, b3 = (ba-‘ba’)‘; 
of the group G, is homologically trivial and non-trivial. 
Proof. To see that H,(K(P,)) = 0 one simply adds the relation ah = ba to the presenta- 
tion and then checks that the resulting group is trivial. To check HI(K(P,)) let D,, D, be 
the two disks of K(P,). Then any integral 2-chain is of the form 
c=pD,+qD,, P, 4 E Z, 
and the condition that it be a cycle is that 
dc = p(a + (n - 1)b) + qb = 0 
which implies p = 0 and q = 0. So K(P,) has no 2-cycles. 
Now Carmichael [2, page 671 has given presentations of the alternating groups A, for 
even n 1 6 of such a form that we have surjective homomorphisms of G, onto A,. Hence 
for even n 2 6 the G, are non-trivial. 
LEMMA (5.2). Each G, is indecomposable. 
Proof. By Lemma (5.1) each G, is perfect and it is elementary that a free product of 
groups is perfect if and only if each factor is. So if 
G, = A * B, 
then A and B are perfect. But {a, h} is a minimal set of generators for G, so that by Grusko’s 
theorem [4, p. 581 a is in one factor and b is in the other. This leads to a perfect group on 
one generator, a patent absurdity, and the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA (5.3). The sequence G6, G,, GLo, . . . contains infinitely many distinct groups. 
Proof. Let 4 : Z+ +Z+ be the map of the natural numbers defined by 4(n) = n! + 2. 
We will show that G,, G,(,, G,“(,,, . . . are all distinct by showing that there is no surjective 
map 
Gbj,n, - GM 
whenever i < j. First we look at G,, Gbb(“). 
If 17 : G,!+z -+ G, is surjective, then so is Y 5 q : G,! +z + A, where Y : G, + A, is the 
surjective map referred to in the proof of Lemma (5.1). Now a and ab generate G,, +z 
so c( = Yq(a) and fi = Yq(ab) generate A,. But referring to P.!+Z we see that this gives 
En! = 8”!+l and since the order of A, is n!/2, /I is the identity and we have the perfect (actually 
simple) group A, generated by one element. Hence no surjective q exists. 
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Next suppose q : G,,! t2)!i2 -+ G, is surjective. This g 
ives r(“!i 2)! _ (n!r2)!i 1 in 
-B 
A, and again ,B = 1. The case for G+,(., -+ G+,(,, goes in a similar way and it follows that 
G6, G,(,,, G+2C6), . .. are all distinct. 
Let this sequence of groups be denoted as H,. H2. H3? They are all distinct. 
indecomposable and have homologically trivial presentations. Let XI,, MZ, . . . be correspond- 
ingn-manifolds (n 2 5) as described at the beginning of this section, i.e. Mi = S” - iV(K(f’i))* 
where N(K(P,)) IS a regular neighbourhood of the complex K(P,) of the presentation Pi of 
the group Hi. Then each Mi is contractible and n,(M,) = Hi. Since we can form infinite 
sums of the Mi’s in uncountably many different ways such that in two different ones some 
Mi occurs more in one than in the other, Theorem (4.1) applies to give our first application. 
THEOREM (5.1). There eri.rl uncountably man?’ contractible open n-manifolds jbr each 
n 2 5. 
It was shown in [3] that each of the Mi we have constructed has the property that 
Mi.Ul = I” + ’ 
It follows easily that an infinite sum M of any sequence of M,‘s has the property that 
2M = R” (2Mmeans two copies of A4 identified along their boundaries). So we get a second 
application. 
THEOREM (5.2). For tz 2 5 R” has uncountably many dtflerentiable incolulions, any t\vo 
distinguished by the fkdatnental groups of their fixed-point sets. 
This generalizes Theorem (2) of [9]. 
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